Elspeth Roake lives in the competitive world of showing horses, aspiring to perfect
technique in the ring against a backdrop of long hours, hard work, and frequent travel.
On the surface, she is poised and goal-oriented. Only her boss, Leslie, is witness to her
depression.
Leslie never shies away from Elspeth’s dark moods or tendency to self-harm, and
eventually her strength and compassion inspire Elspeth to explore the shadows of childhood trauma which lurk at the back of her mind. But memories slip away even as she
reaches for them, and behind closed doors Elspeth’s mental state continues to deteriorate. Over the course of two harrowing years, Elspeth sets increasingly radical goals
for herself, determined not to let her illness get the better of her. Yet despite outward
success, no ribbon or medal can help her outpace her depression. Finally, at a horse
show far from home, Elspeth’s battle descends into a matter of life and death, and not
even Leslie can help her. Finding herself trapped and sobbing into the sticky floor of a
psychiatric ward, she realizes that something has to change.
Safe is a memoir of brutal and intense honesty, exploring the depths of despair, determination, and self-discovery, and the vital bonds—both human and animal—that make
life possible.
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